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Systems biology means different things to different people, 
and one can envisage it more as a strategy for studying 
biological systems than as a field of biology. Systems 
approaches have been very successful in the realms of 
biochemistry and genetics, especially for genetically 
tractable organisms, and have led to a deluge of 
mechanistic insights into a variety of biological areas. 
The ‘systematic’ nature of the approach involves testing 
or assaying all components of a biological milieu simul
taneously, in an unbiased fashion, with no prior assump
tions of what will be found. However, these modern 
approaches are not so different when compared to more 
classical genetic and biochemical strategies. Finally, we 
anticipate that the next frontier of systems biology will 
involve both higherorder interactions and the study of 
interspecies relationships in a systematic fashion.

A decade ago, Bruce Alberts, Andrew Murray and Lee 
Hartwell noted that cellular components are organized 
into functional groups, or modules, and that the 
reductionist approach of studying each component in 
isolation was limiting [1,2]. Recent efforts in systems 
biology have taken advantage of this observation by using 
unbiased approaches to define the protein complexes 
that comprise these modules. For example, two groups 
have used a systematic affinity tag/purification and mass 
spectrometry approach to identify hundreds of protein 

complexes in the budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 
many of which were previously unknown [3,4] (Figure 1a). 
Global efforts to define protein complexes have been 
extended to the prokaryotes Escherichia coli [5,6] and 
Mycoplasma pneumoniae [7] as well as to mammalian 
cells [8,9]. Highlighting the power of these approaches to 
rapidly uncover new biology in mapping out the circuit 
diagram of a cell, Kühner et al. [7] characterized 62 
homo multimeric and 116 heteromultimeric soluble 
protein complexes in M. pneumoniae, and the majority of 
these were novel. A similar proportion of novel findings 
were uncovered when this unbiased proteomic approach 
was applied to other prokaryotic organisms [5,6] and 
higher organisms [8,9].

In comparison, consider a classic biochemistry experi
ment: in 1958, Arthur Kornberg and coworkers purified 
DNA polymerase from E. coli by fractionating a crude 
protein extract and testing individual fractions for a 
DNAreplicating activity [10,11]. At first glance, 
Kornberg’s experiments might seem a world apart from 
the M. pneumoniae effort; the former identified a single 
enzyme while the latter defined nearly all of the protein 
complexes in the cell. However, these classical and 
modern approaches are in fact surprisingly similar 
(Figure 1b), as both Kornberg and Kuhner et al. were 
performing unbiased, systematic screens of bacterial 
proteomes. Indeed, their major difference is one of scale, 
not type: Kornberg sought to identify a single molecular 
machine with a specific function, whereas Kuhner et al.’s 
goal was to identify all of the molecular machines. While 
the latter studies do not address the complexes’ functions, 
one can now leverage other information or strategies to 
subsequently scan the defined molecular machines to 
infer their functions. For example, one can use 
bioinformatics approaches, such as finding homologs in 
other organisms, and infer the evolutionary conservation 
of similar functions. Also, comparing this information 
with other types of data, if they exist, can also be 
illuminating. For example, a threepronged interrogation 
of the poorly studied M. pneumoniae used not only 
proteomic techniques as described above [7], but also 
global studies of the transcriptome [12] and metabolome 
[13]. Ultimately, this information can be integrated to 
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ascertain the functions of individual proteins and 
complexes, and their proposed biochemical activities can 
be tested in a more traditional fashion.

Genetic analyses have also greatly benefited from 
global systems approaches. For example, Ron Davis, 
Mark Johnston and colleagues [14] generated a genome
wide collection of S. cerevisiae gene deletion mutants, 
which enabled them to identify genes essential for growth 
under standard laboratory conditions. Unbiased 
screening of this genomewide mutant library using 
reverse genetics (the approach in which the function of a 
gene is identified starting with the DNA sequence rather 
than the phenotype) to identify gene function through 
the response of the mutants to different culture conditions, 
different drugs, and by geneexpression profiling [1517] 
has led to a deluge of functional insights into nearly all the 
biological process in the yeast cell (Figure 1c). Genome
wide knockout libraries have now been created in other 
genetically tractable organisms, including E. coli [18] and 

Schizosaccharomyces pombe [19], and similar functional 
studies are now being carried out in these.

Forward genetics  the process of screening large 
numbers of organisms to identify those with a variant 
phenotype and then identifying the mutant gene 
responsible  was pioneered by Thomas Hunt Morgan in 
the early 1900s. Morgan selected phenotypic variants of 
the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster generated after 
chemical mutagenesis, such as those with white rather 
than red eyes [20], or wings shorter than normal [21], 
and performed crossbreeding experiments to identify 
single heritable mutant genes (Figure 1d). As more and 
more Drosophila mutant strains were generated, these 
studies led to the generation of the first genetic map, 
based on recombination frequencies, by one of Morgan’s 
students, Alfred Sturtevant [22]. Similar mutagenesis 
approaches have been carried out in other organisms, but 
tricks have been developed to help make many organisms 
more genetically tractable. For example, in budding yeast, 

Figure 1. Comparison between modern (reverse) and classical (forward) biochemical and genetic approaches. (a) Present-day techniques 
that enable the generation of strains each containing a different affinity-tagged gene means that all protein complexes containing the tagged 
protein can be subsequently identified. (b) A protein with an activity of interest can be purified from a crude protein extract (the total proteome) by 
rounds of chromatographic separation followed by assaying fractions for the biochemical activity. (c) An exhaustive collection of strains each with 
a different gene deleted can be tested in a single experiment to identify, for example, all genes essential for growth in a particular set of conditions. 
(d) Mutagenesis followed by breeding of a large population and subsequent screening for some predetermined phenotype will identify only a 
relatively small number of mutants in an individual screen.
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the location in the chromosomes of genes mutated by the 
random insertion of a transposon can be pinpointed by 
detecting the transposon itself [23]. Again, these experi
ments collectively represent genomewide screens, since 
in chemical or transposon mutagenesis each gene in the 
organism is, in theory, subjected to the mutagen, 
although in this case, only the mutations that produce a 
desired effect will be identified.

Collectively, comparisons between the classical and 
modern approaches demonstrate their similarity: they 
involve systematically testing or assaying all components 
of a biological milieu in an unbiased fashion. The primary 
difference is their dimensionality; for classical genetics 
and biochemistry, a single gene or protein was often the 
answer, whereas a systems biologist seeks many answers 
at once even if the questions are not defined at the outset. 
Importantly, combining perturbations yields additional 
infor mation as it enables the analysis of how the parts 
interact  the result could be the entire circuit diagram of 
a cell.

Higher-order experiments as a future focal point of 
systems biology
If modern systems biology is only a short leap from 
classical biochemistry and genetics, how will future 
experiments in systems biology continue the trend of 
increased dimensionality? We believe that some of the 
greatest gains will be made in two areas: multiple pertur
bations within a species; and interspecies interactions.

Multiple perturbations within a species
While systematic singlemutant analysis has revealed 
much in terms of gene function, the advent of method
ology for creating double mutants en masse in a variety of 
organisms, including S. cerevisiae [24], S. pombe [25] and 
E. coli [26,27], has greatly accelerated the characterization 
of biological pathways and their interconnections.

Since singlegene perturbations often provide limited 
phenotypic consequences, the ability to generate double 
mutants allows a deeper probing of phenotypic space 
(Figure 2). Ultimately, this approach creates a powerful 
pheno typic signature for a given mutant (that is, how a 
mutant interacts genetically with all other mutants it is 
queried against), which can be used to group functionally 
related sets of genes. While initially this strategy is often 
not considered as ‘hypothesisdriven’, it is most certainly 
a ‘hypothesis generator’, with some of the most interesting 
connections revealed being completely unanticipated. 
For example, a direct connection between the nuclear 
pore and repair of damaged DNA during DNA replica
tion by poreassociated enzymes was uncovered in yeast 
using these strategies [28].

Of course, triple perturbations within a single organism 
are also possible (for example, a triple mutant, or a 

double mutant put under a given stress condition), which 
reveal even more about complex biological phenomena 
(Figure 2). For example, Trey Ideker and colleagues have 
generated a quantitative geneticinteraction map in 
budd ing yeast using double mutants in the presence of an 
exogenous DNAdamaging agent, an additional pertur ba
tion that delved into previously unexplored inter actome 
space (S Bandyopadhyay et al., personal communication).

Interspecies interactions
Systems biology does not end at the cell membrane; 
interactions between cells of different species are 
governed by the same principles as those between func
tional modules. Genetic and biochemical inter species 
interactions can be just as significant as those within a 
species. For example, a polymorphism in the mammalian 
tripartite motif family protein TRIM5α modulates the 
infectivity of HIV in Old World monkeys [29], represent
ing a genetic interaction between a mammalian and a 
viral gene. Likewise, during bacterial and viral infections 
of animals, direct interspecies proteinprotein inter
actions can occur when pathogenencoded proteins 
hijack cellular processes by binding to and perturbing the 
activity of host protein complexes. For example, the 
Pseudomonas type III secretion system delivers the 
bacterial toxin ExoS into host cells where it functions as a 
GTPaseactivating protein for the host’s Rhofamily 
GTPases. Their activation results in pertur ba tion of the 
actin cytoskeleton, a prime target of these GTPases in 
eukaryotic cells [30]. Interspecies genetic interactions 
between pathogens such as HIV and Myco bacterium 
tuberculosis and their hosts have already been studied 
systematically [3134]. For example, genomewide RNA 
interference screens targeting human genes in the 

Figure 2. Higher-order interactions. As the left-hand side of 
the diagram shows, multiple perturbations within a single species 
(for example, double mutants subjected to multiple conditions or 
stresses) are now possible and are delving into previously unexplored 
interactome space. The right-hand side of the diagram symbolizes 
how in the future, simultaneous studies such as these on several 
different species interacting with each other will be possible.
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context of infection with HIV and tuberculosis have been 
carried out. These studies have identified sets of host 
factors that are required for infection, providing a more 
global functional view of pathogenesis [3134].

Future efforts are likely in three areas. First, work such 
as that on HIV and M. tuberculosis is likely to be extended 
to studying not only other hostpathogen interactions, 
but also hostsymbiont interactions such as those 
between gut epithelial cells and Bacteroides spp. [35], to 
determine how Bacteroides metabolites influence the 
host and how the host response in turn modulates the 
cell state of Bacteroides. Second, the effects of small 
molecules are likely to be added as a condition; the 
importance of this is that the resulting threeway host
pathogensmall molecule system comes close to 
mimicking an infected human patient being treated with 
a drug (Figure  2). Third, the development of suitable 
intraspecies variants will allow the investigation of 
communication between cells of the same species in the 
context of an interspecies system such as hostbacterium 
symbiosis. Such systems will have the power to detect 
genetic interactions relevant to paracrine signaling in 
eukaryotic cells, and to quorum sensing and other 
intraspecies signaling in prokaryotic cells.

Changes over space and time
Most systemsbiological experiments study genetic and 
biochemical interactions at a single time point. But many 
interesting biological processes involve temporal or 
spatial dynamics  for example, cell migration down a 
gradient of chemoattractant or a pulse of signaling in 
response to an extracellular growth factor  and so 
another form of higherdimension systems biology will 
be the study of how cellular modules change over space 
and time. Another area in which dimensionality is likely 
to increase is where the assay is used as a readout. The 
most common assays are the simplest: cell growth and 
reporter gene expression. As high throughput mass 
spectrometry, transcriptional profiling, and DNA 
sequencing become more common, assays that scan an 
entire genome, proteome, or metabolome will generate 
richer data for each set of perturbations.

In conclusion, there are two reasons for systematic 
approaches gaining so much traction among biologists. 
First, screening all the genes or proteins in an organism is 
not that much more difficult than analyzing a small 
subset, and robotics and highthroughput screening 
techniques are now within the reach of most labs. 
Second, the costs of systems biology scale sublinearly 
while the payoffs scale superlinearly. Put simply, 
screening 100 times as many genes yields more than 100 
times the information; the additional information 
consists in learning how groups of genes behave, enabling 
functional modules to be identified and characterized. As 

a result, we believe systems biological approaches will be 
adopted broadly, perhaps even becoming standard 
practice in experiments on genetically tractable 
organisms. Indeed, broad acceptance of systematic 
approaches could render the term ‘systems biology’ 
obsolete, which would surely be a mark of its success.

Published: 5 May 2010
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